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With the honour of being a member of the
Leading Restaurants of the World, few can resist
the enticing allure of the Al Mourjan restaurant
perched beside the sparkling waters of Doha Bay.
The restaurant is a popular venue with its elegantly
furnished interior and outside terrace with its farreaching views. People come from far and wide
to sample the delights of the
finest authentic Lebanese and
International cuisine. It is hard
to believe that this award-winning
restaurant was only opened last
year. Owner director Mohamed
Al-Sadek wanted his customers
to experience the complex
flavours of traditional Lebanese
cuisine. His belief is that his
customers should take the time
to linger and really savour the
dishes placed in front of them.
Tradition is high on the agenda and his chefs use
only the finest ingredients; the food is all hand
prepared from the initial preparation and chopping
to the cooking and final garnishing. When food is
this good it deserves to be enjoyed at a leisurely
pace, it is therefore no wonder that many of his
guests come for dinner and stay for hours.

selection of Mezze and other appetisers is freshly
prepared in the restaurant kitchens and is taken
on board just prior to the cruise embarking.
Diners are offered a fantastic choice of the very
best that traditional Lebanese fare can offer.
Freshly-prepared salads including a healthy mix
of olives, peppers, garlic onions and coriander to
name but a few stand waiting to fill the mounds
of soft, freshly baked khubz. Accompanying these
are the wonderfully smokey babaganoush, not to
mention the delightful hummus. It is then time for
the on-board chef to work his magic; diners can
sample the fragrant moist lamb, beef and chicken
which is freshly cooked to their requirements. The
famous Al Mourjan hammour signature dish is
highly popular, as is the wonderful mixed seafood
on offer such as lobster and juicy shrimp. Guests
enjoy this sumptuous feast accompanied by the
strains of Al Mourjan’s own mix of soft music and
the breath taking view of Doha Bay at night where
a million twinkling lights are reflected in the
crystal water.
It is no wonder that this is a
‘must-visit’ venue for visitors
from all over the world.
Honeymooners on short stops
to their final destination enjoy
the wonderful romance of the
setting. Mohamed and his staff
work around the clock to ensure
that his customers enjoy a
unique dining experience in a
perfect setting. There are set
menus for the cruise and prices
vary depending on your choice,
and as one would expect it is popular and early
booking is recommended. For further details call Al
Mourjan restaurant on 483 4423 and experience
for yourself “the touch of art with the taste of
perfection” in a setting like no other. m

Mohamed soon realised that his customers
really enjoyed the unhurried atmosphere and
mesmerising views as part of their dining
experience. This led him to the idea of offering
a unique experience of dining on the sea and he
introduced his dhow dining experience. To those
that have dined here, it will come as no surprise
that the dhow dining experience has proved to
be extremely popular. Sumptuously furnished
in beautiful colours, the Al Mourjan dhow can
comfortably accommodate up to 24 people and
takes its diners on a two hour culinary voyage
of discovery around Doha Bay. A mouthwatering
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